This graph shows the official DC CAS results from 2009 to 2013.

This graph incorrectly shows a comparison of the official DC CAS results from 2009 to 2012 to the alternate unofficial DC CAS results of 2013. Since the unofficial alternate DC CAS results of 2013 used a different set of "cut scores" the resulting unofficial proficiency levels cannot be compared to the reported proficiency levels of previous years.
This graph shows the unofficial alternate DC CAS results as a stand-alone measurement, thus representing that these unofficial alternate proficiency levels cannot be compared to the reported proficiency levels of previous years.

This graph shows the only way that the unofficial alternate DC CAS results of 2013 could be compared to previous year’s proficiency rates by re-scoring the previous years’ proficiency rates using the cut scores associated with the unofficial alternate results. None of the proficiency levels reflected on this graph should be considered official.